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About This Game

Space Empires V is the latest edition in the Space Empires series. This new chapter completely updates the UI and takes the
player into a real-time rendered 3D universe. Watch space battles played out in glorious detail and realistic effects. Expand,
Explore, Exploit, and Exterminate in a huge living breathing galaxy. New features abound with political alliances between

multiple empires, a top-down ship design system, a hexagonal movement grid, and many more. Due to player demand, the game
is completely 'moddable' and even adds a scriptable AI system to the mix. Space Empires V boldly takes the next step in the

genre of space strategy

24 bit 3D real-time rendered graphics.

Detailed Tactical Combat (and a combat simulator to test your designs!).

New vehicle types and sizes: Ships, Bases, Freighters, Fighters, Mines, Satellites, Troops, Drones, and Weapons
Platforms.

Ability to completely design and customize all of your vehicles.

Large Galaxy: 100 solar systems with 15 planets each.

Huge Technology Tree: Thousands of tech levels with hundreds of components and facilities.
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Completely customizable game graphics: Create your own planets, stars, vehicles, etc.

Completely customizable AI players: Create your own AI players with unique traits, styles, and speech.

14 unique races to play or customize (or just create your own!)

Randomly generated map for every game (or load an existing map).

Complete game customization allowed by players ("mods").
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7\/10 - Fun, enjoyable solo or with friends and amusing.

Not much to say on this game, I had it on xbox when I was young. I enjoyed it and had a couple hundred hours playing on my
own or with a friend or two. It's the exact same concept on here. It's enjoyable, short and sweet.

See how far you can get, test yourself and try not to die if possible!

I recommend it, just know it might be a short lived adventure for some people. :). I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs,
but they are not necessary at all costs.. After a first playthrough I can say that while the challenges might be a bit easy to start of
with, the difficulty really ramps up during the second half. Interesting and complex puzzles are mixed with tricky platforming to
create a graet gaming experience. Adding to that the end that I got (of which there are 9 I think?) was pretty ****ing creepy....
Really enjoy playing this in VR, standing and being able to quickly move back and forth across the battle field. I like the new
take on the RTS genre. Much room for improvement. Devs are responsive to comments.. If you wanna spend $4 just to see how
poorly the RPG world was back in the early 90s, then this is the game for you. It maps poorly, the interface is all over the place,
and the melee combat and spell options are absolutely unusable.
One small example, is you can only fire, attack or cast spells in vertical or horizontal directions; no diagonal options.
I found it frustrating and a waste of good money, but you may see things differently and it'll only cost you $4 to find out :-)
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The car park is filled with zombies.
Shoot all the zombies.
There is one car park.
There are two guns.
There are infinite zombies.
Sometimes a zombie will kick you.
Congratulations; you are only 99 kicks away from merciful death.
Oh no, you accidentally walked over one of the many inescapable health and armour pick ups.
Never mind.
Stand still.
Close your eyes.
It will all be over soon.
"Did that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing thing just crawl up out of solid concrete?"
I said close your eyes.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=G3usmfckYdU. Ive had Vive fo couple years this is the perfect game for it. AMAZING.
It's a simple game that encloses the field with lines and acquires the territory. If you know the old game, explain that it is a
substream of "Qix" and "Gals Panic".
However, this game is less contrived than these games.
First, since the acquired area is always calculated as a percentage of the rectangle of the whole field, it is irrelevant to the
silhouette of the girl who is the object of capture.
Therefore, all the stages will capture with the same procedure.
Second, the area to acquire is the narrower of the field that devided by line.
The placement of enemies is not taken into consideration.
Therefore, "99% clear" which was possible with "Qix" is impossible.
This limitation makes it a simple task of not playing the game's game.
. This game could definitely be improved, but it was worth the coupon. Lasts Around an hour (Less if you're a good puzzle
solver and platformer), easy to get achievements if you can beat the game. Soundtrack and story aren't phenomenal but the
simple mechanics make it easy to learn and lets you think around the puzzles. A bit(lott) tedious towards the final levels, of
which there are only 40, but a good short game that could be fun to speedrun. Hitboxes are kinda weird tho.. I cannot say how
much I love this game and how I wish it could go on forever. It's such a happy little piece about something that's usually sad for
a lot of people: letting go and moving on.

10/10 would ghost again
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